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20 January                            Programme 2                               by Ann Burnett

Following on from the last programme on vehicles, this week Libby and Michael look at forces in 
relation to movement, and in particular push and pull.

Poems
 
 We’re Racing

 We’re racing, racing down the walk,
 Over the pavements and round the block.
 We rumble along till the sidewalk ends -
 Felicia and I and half our friends.
 Our hair fl ies backwards.  It’s whish and whirr!
 
 She roars at me and I shout at her
 As past the porches and garden gates
 We rattle and rock
 On our roller skates.

                               By Phyllis McGinley

 The Swing

 The wind blows strong and the swing rides free,
 And up in the swing is me, is me.
 And the world goes rushing by,
 And one of these days I’ll swing so far
 I’ll go way up where the sea birds are
 And plant my feet on the sky.

  By Marchette Chute

Story

Geraldo was a large salt and pepper coloured cat.  He loved food, so he was very large indeed.

One day Geraldo peered through a cat fl ap quite far from his home, and his yellow eyes lit up.  Two 
dishes of food.  Geraldo didn’t even stop to think.  He squeezed his head through the cat fl ap, which 
was quite small - and after all, he was a very large cat.....
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Song

 Round and Round

 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round, round and round,
 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round and round.

 Pedals turn the chain round,
 Up and down, round and round,
 Pedals turn the chain around,
 Going round and round.

 Legs push the pedals,
 Turn the chain,
 Turn the back wheel round,
 Going round and round, and round and round.

 Fingers on the brake levers,
 Squeeze them tight to slow the bike,
 Brake pads push against the wheels,
 Stop them going round.

 Pump the types up with air,
 Check the spokes, and oil the gears,
 Be seen at night, turn on your lights
 When you’re riding round.

 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round, round and round,
 Two wheels on my bicycle,
 Going round and round.

 By Bill Roberts & Mike Grocott

After the programme

words for discussion:- forces; a ‘salt and pepper’ cat; cat fl ap.

-   Talk about pushing and pulling - and the main characteristics of these forces 
    e.g. they move things
           make them speed up or slow down
           they stop things
           cause things to change direction
           cause things to change shape
    Think of examples of all these and discuss.
-   Discuss some items that the children propel themselves by pushing and pulling e.g.     
    skateboard, rollerblades, bicycle, swing, sledge.  What ‘force’ is used to move them, stop 
    them, change direction?
-   Set up an experiment with a suitable plank of wood propped up at an angle - not too steep.  
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    Measure the distance a variety of toy vehicles travel when rolled down.  Why do some of 
    them go further?  (weight, type or size of wheels?).  Alter the gradient and measure again.
    Compare what has happened.
-   Look at wheels  - one of the earliest examples of technology invented to make movement 
    easier.  Study how they work with only a small area touching the ground at one time.  
    Compare with methods of moving before they were invented, when objects had to be 
    dragged against friction.
-   Bring a bicycle into the classroom and discuss its parts and how they work.  Look at the
    brakes in particular - set the front wheel spinning and watch the brake blocks gripping
    the rim when the hand brake is pulled.
-   As a class, design a playground or theme park where all the activities have to be operated
    by pushing or pulling.

Story Comprehension

• What was the big ‘salt and pepper’ cat called?  (Geraldo)
• Why was he large?  (he ate too much)
• Where did he get stuck?  (in a cat fl ap)
• What had be been trying to do?  (sneak in to eat some food)
• What were the names of the cats who lived there?  (Mozart and Haydn)
• How did they get Geraldo out?  (Mozart and Haydn pushed him from the front and the other cats 

pulled from behind)
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